
THREATS ---Early Atmosphere After Assassination 

1. Hoover to Tolson. Mohr and DeLoach 11:30 A.M. Notes that 

Eisenhower contacted Fred Friendly there was a campaign to 

“undermine the FBI was forming.” Hoover wanted to hear from 

Ike... 

2. Belmont to Tolson 11/22/’63 109060-1431 Clear that LBJ 

wanted the FBI from the get go to get “on top of this case and 

is looking to the FBI solving the case.,” 

3. Hoover to LBJ 11/23/’63 telephone conversation between the 

president and J. Edgar Hoover on this date. . .copy LBJ Library. 

4. Belmont to Tolson 11/24/’63, 105-82555-95.. . the time of this 

memo was after Oswald’s own assassination... The case was 

now in the bag. .. Note at bottom: Deputy Att. General 

Katzenbach sending Ass. At. General Miller to Dallas to see if he 

can keep Lt. Fritz off TV and radio. . . 

5. . Renfro to SAC, Dallas, 11/22/’63 89-43-8. . .reference toa 

person of interest (Jimmy George Robinson) who might have 

been a shooter. .. .Note: dismissed “Not necessary to cover as 

true subject located.” -JMH. . 

6. LBJ phone call to Hoover 11/25/’63 copy LBJ Library... .LBJ 

refers to JFK assassination as a “shooting scrape”... .LBJ wants 

no commission .. . LBJ’s view: No commission .. .He wants the 

F BI to handle this on its own. .. .and make a full report to the 

Att General (Bobby) and then a report to the country in any 

form Hoover decides would be best. . . 

7. Herbert J. Miller to Katzenbach 11/27/’63, Rankin Papers, Box 

34, folder 445..... 3 days after Oswald’s death the LBJ 

administration 

8. LBJ call to Hoover, 11/29/’63 lays out what LBJ wanted by waof 

national report on the Kennedy assassination...
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9. FBI doc. 62-109060-1901, 12/16/’63. .. samples of FBI 

leaking of CD-1. .. .before the F BI was officially sent over to 

the WC... 

10. Deloach to Mohr, 6/4/’64, 62-111371-9 ... Some good 

material on Hoover’s version of how the FBI entered and took 

over the case. . .This in his conversations with Manchester (I have 

this in another set of docs. . .)
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